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MODULAR WALKWAY 
SHELTER SYSTEMSBY



WHAT IS
RAPID COVER?

WHY CHOOSE
MODULAR?

RAPID COVERTM  is a breakthrough solution redefining industry 
practice for general shelter requirements.  

Utilising advanced fabric technology and frame designs, RAPID 
COVERTM is the ideal modular alternative to conventional 

timber and cladding structures, saving on resources, cost 
and waste.

Through smart design and long-term industry experience, 
RAPID COVERTM provides a zero waste system, 

delivering comfortable and sheltered spaces for office, 
rest-break, and meeting areas in all weather.
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Pre-engineered for 
Australian conditions

Rigorously tested materials 
and designs, RAPID COVERTM 
is built to survive and shield 
from harsh wind, rain and heat 
conditions. 

Certified and compliant with 
AS1170.1 and AS1170.2 Wind 
Loading Codes and AS4100 
Steel Structures.

Control costs

Providing you with a long-
term asset, driving efficiencies 
within your company over 
single and multiple projects. 

A reusable structure with 
engineered steel and fabric 
reduces site waste disposal 
and promotes sustainability 
values.
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Project flexibility

Caters for easy adjustments 
depending on individual 
project circumstances. 

Whether uneven ground, 
varied building heights or a 
pitched roof, a functional and 
efficient result is guaranteed. 

Minimise asset damage

Previous walkway shelter 
options require fixings into 
portable buildings or concrete 
ground supports. 

Certified nylon strapping  
and rooftop mounts replace 
this with zero cladding 
penetration, reducing 
leaks, corrosion and 
damage fees.

Reduce waste / truly 
sustainable

Timber structures are often 
temporary. Timber is in high 
demand and creates a high 
environmental impact for 
production and waste.The 
RAPID COVERTM asset is re-
useable and offers ongoing 
cost reductions in site 
budgets.

Easy to install and 
relocate

Specifically designed to be 
easily and quickly installed by 
most site contractors. 

If required, supervisors and 
installation teams are available 
nation-wide.

Protecting your most important Protecting your most important 
asset - your peopleasset - your people



PROTECTED SPACE
MADE EASY
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ZERO FIXINGS  
No tools required. 
No  bolts or screws 
into buildings

ADJUSTABLE 
STRAPPING  
Secured to lifting 
point of hut

ADJUSTABLE 
WIDTH
For walkway 
width preference

FABRIC COVERS
Provide natural 
light and a cooler 
environment

EXPANDABLE
Add 3-metre modules 
together over any 
required length

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
Flexible for any roof pitch

STRONG 
GALVANISED 
FRAME
For maximum life span

OPTIMAL 
VENTILATION
For every season



ONE SYSTEM
FLEXIBLE OUTCOMES

BALLAST -
PRE-CAST

CONCRETE

CONCRETE 
PIER

CONCRETE
FREE FOOTING

SCAN TO FIND OUT MORE
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2000 MINIMUM SPAN

350 
MINIMUM
HEIGHT

503 
MAXIMUM 
HEIGHT 

3200 MAXIMUM SPAN

EASY AND SAFE INSTALLATION

GROUND COLUMN WITH CABLE BRACING

GROUND COLUMN SUPPORTS FOR OPEN WALKWAYS

Checkout our 
FAQs and 

project gallery



Contact MODUTECH® to discuss your 
walkway shelter requirements today.

Our passionate team is driven to 
ensure your investment provides 
flexible results across every project.

E solutions@modutech.com.au

P 1300 305 447

W modutech.com.au
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